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When the radar system was used during a field
traverse in the Pensacola Mountains, the antenna was
positioned 9 meters in front of a tracked vehicle (fig.
2). This distance, combined with the radar's early
detection capability, enabled the system to warn of
crevasses at least 12 meters ahead of the tracked
vehicle. This was sufficient time to halt the vehicle
well before encountering a crevasse (vehicle speed
averaged about 5 kilometers per hour). Increasing
the distance between the vehicle and the antenna
also increased the distance between the vehicle and
the crevasse, permitting higher vehicle speeds and
greater stopping distances.

While our experience with this impulse radar sys-
tem was limited, the system appeared to consistently
detect crevasses or cracks at least 3 meters ahead or
to the side of the antenna. For this reason we think
that this radar system is adequate for field party use,
especially when operating heavy vehicles in potentially
crevassed areas. It is suggested, however, that the
system be modified to include two antennas positioned
3 meters apart and extended to distances at least 9
meters in front of vehicles. This would provide better
radar coverage of crevasses being approach d at
angles to travel routes.

We thank Mr. George Erlanger for operati g the
impulse radar system, and Messrs. Frank Brie and
Joe Barthelemy, Civil Engineering Laboratory, aval
Construction Center, for their field assistance.

This study was performed under National S ience
Foundation interagency agreement N S F–CA95.

Figure 1. A graphic record of the reflected radar signal obtained
with the GSSI impulse radar system when the antenna approached,
passed over, and moved beyond a 3 meters wide snow-bridged
crevasse. The record also shows the return from the well known

brine layer in the McMurdo Ice Shelf.

1.

Figure 2. Radar antenna system as configured for crevasse
detection during a field traverse.

Air operations, Deep Freeze 7

VERNON W. PETERS
U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica

With the departure of LC-130R Hercules ai lane
number 159131 from Williams Field, McMurd Sta-
tion, on February 22, 1974, Antarctic Develo meni
Squadron Six (vxE-6) completed its 19th ye r ol
providing support to the U.S. Antarctic Res arch
Program. The last of five Lc-130s touched do n at
the squadron's home—Naval Air Station, Point N fugu,,
California—on February 26, thus ending a seasonal
deployment that began on October 29, 1973.

Austral summer 1973-1974 air operations were
augmented by three new Hercules purchased for the

Commander Peters was commanding officer of U.S. Navy
Antarctic Development Squadron Six (vxE-6) during
1973-1974.
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U.S. Navy Antarctic Develop-
ment Squadron Six 1UH-1N
helicopter airlifts supplies for
he Dry Valley Drilling Project.

U.S. antarctic program by the National Science
Foundation. The new airplanes have a higher gross
weight capability and a higher fuel capacity. Their
,ireater range enables the new airplanes to fly with a
,900- ilogram payload from McMurdo to Siple sta-
ions End back without pausing to refuel at Byrd
tatio (table).
South Pole construction flights accounted for a

majority of Lc-130 flight hours during the 1973-1974
;umm r. Fifty vans, tons of supplies, and thousands
Df lite s of fuel were airlifted from Williams Field to
the construction site. A combination of good weather,
fflcie t cargo handling, and few mechanical prob-

[ems with the airplanes cleared the way for corn-
pletio of most major constructior. projects at the
new $outh Pole Station. Flight crews often com-
pleted two round trip flights per day, between
McMurdo and South Pole Stations, and by season's
end traveled the McMurdo to South Pole route for
a total of 1,210 hours.

Support of scientific projects in the dry valleys was
done by vxE-6's UH-1N Huey helicopters. While nor-
mally there are four helicopters at McMurdo, one
was damaged early in the season at Cape Crozier and
was unavailable for the rest of the season. The three
remaining UH-1N's moved 376 metric tons of equip-
ment and supplies and transported over 2,700 passen-
gers during the season in a record 1,006 flight hours.
VXE-6 helicopter pilots and maintenance personnel
this season again were assisted by pilots and crew-
men of the Royal N.Z. Air Force. In early November,
two N.Z. pilots and a crewmember were assigned to
vxi-6; a second N.Z. helicopter crew replaced them

in December. A major VXE-6 accomplishment of the
1973-1974 season was direct support to the Dry
Valley Drilling Project. Nearly 350 hours were flown
and the drill camp, including equipment and person-
nel, was relocated 6 times. The Hueys lifted as much
as 1,200 kilograms over distances of as much as 75
kilometers. Total weight for the drill camp averaged
30,000 kilograms. The uH-1N once again proved to
be a reliable cargo hauler over relatively short dis-
tances.

A trimetrogon photographic reconnaissance mission
was conducted over the Pine Island Bay region. Ex-
cellent coverage of several dry land areas was ob-
tained. The National Science Foundation is studying
the area for a. possible landing strip. This mission
resulted in the assembling of highly detailed photo-
graphic strip maps for feasibility studies of the various
locations on which a new station and runway could be
constructed.

A four-person team was airlifted to the Pensacola
Mountains in January for a 10-day investigation of
blue ice areas. This expedition resulted in recommen-
dations on the availability of certain areas for possible
wheeled landings by heavy, fixed-wing airplanes.
Several sites warrant further investigation and initial
plans for the forthcoming austral summer call for
additional reconnaissance flights in the area.

Air operations in support of the Ross Ice Shelf
Project (RIsP) initially were performed by LC-1305
until a leased Twin Otter airplane, owned and oper-
ated by Bradley Air Services, Ltd., Ontario, Canada,
arrived to support RISP operations. The RISP base
camp was located about midway between McMurdo
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and Byrd stations and several LC-130 resupply flights,
in addition to the put-in and pull-out, were flown by
vxx-6. Additionally, VXE-6 Hercules provided ant-
arctic search and rescue support for the Twin Otter.

The vxE-6 Para-Rescue Team stood ready through-
out the season to answer calls for assistance practically
anywhere in Antarctica. Over 90 parachute jumps
were made to maintain proficiency and to qualify new
members. A Christmas Eve jump over South Pole
Station was conducted by four team members. Exiting
an Lc-130 from a true altitude of 3,900 meters, with
an outside temperature of —34°C., the jumpers
descended safely to the South Pole in the first such
operation ever recorded. Several items of clothing and
equipment were tested during this jump. The Para-
Rescue Team is trained in cold weather survival, first
aid, and traverse techniques.

An important aspect of vxE-6 operations during
Deep Freeze '74 was the completion of the season
with all assigned aircraft returning home safely. This
was only the second accident-free season in vxE-6's
history of flying in the hostile antarctic environment.

LC-130F and LC-130R basic weights and maximum
gross weights at take off.

Maximum gross take
Basic weight	off weights

Model	 (kilograms)	(kilograms)

LC-1 30F
159319
159320	 38,000	61,200

LC-130R
159129
159130

66,700 (skis)
159131	 39,000	70,300 (wheels)

Ship operations, Deep Freeze '74

THOMAS W. KIRKPATRICK
U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica

Ships participating in Deep Freeze '74 were the
U.S. Coast Guard icebreakers Glacier (WAGB 4) and
Staten Island (WAGB 278), the U.S. Navy ship Private
John R. Towle (T—AK 240) and the large tanker
USNS Maumee (T—Ao 149). This was the first year

Commander Kirkpatrick, U.S. Coast Guard, is ship oper-
ations officer for the Support Force.

that fewer than three icebreakers and two dry cargo
vessels were deployed to Antarctica. Other features of
the season included the inaugural use of a constructed
ice wharf at McMurdo Station, the presence of more
severe ice conditions than those of recent years, and
the unprecedented delay and difficulty in obtaining
fuel in New Zealand.

Both icebreakers proceeded from their West Coast
homeports to McMurdo Sound by way of New Zea-
land. Glacier departed Lyttelton, New Zealand, on
December 21, 1973, made a brief logistics call at
Campbell Island on December 23, and arrived at the
edge of the fast ice off Cape Royds on December 30.
Transit of the pack ice bordering the Ross Sea had
been acomplished without difficulty, but 27 kilometers
of 1 meter to 2 meters thick bay ice lay between
Glacier and Hut Point at the entrance to Winter
Quarters Bay. Channel breaking began at once and
continued without pause. Staten Island, delayed by
fuel difficulties, joined Glacier on January 2 and the
two icebreakers began the "railroad track" mode of
operation—making alternate lunges at the ice along
parallel courses about 90 meters apart. This brought
them to a position just off Hut Point on January 8,
but 8 more days of work by Staten Island were nec-
essary before Towle could be brought in through the
brash filled channel.

Glacier's next task was to support a seal censu
survey along the coast of Wilkes Land between 140°E
and 110°E. in the vicinity of Casey Station (Aus.
tralia). After taking on fuel from Staten Island and
being boarded by the scientific party, Glacier left
McMurdo Sound on January 11. A week later lacie,
arrived at the point where the survey was scheduled
to begin. The survey depended heavily upon the use
of Glacier's helicopters to cover a maximum area
around the ship. One helicopter was grounded on
January 19 when a structural fatigue crack was dis-
covered, a defect that required a new part from the
United States. The remaining helicopter threfore
was limited (for safety reasons) to a 24-kil meter
radius of the ship, in the absence of a back-up heli-
copter.

At McMurdo, Staten Island continued clearing the
channel with little success in the absence of favorable
winds. On January 15, the channel was extended into
Winter Quarters Bay. Next came the task of separat-
ing the natural sea ice from the constructed ice wharf.
Cargo ships need a straight and a vertical dock face
against which to tie up. Three separate blasting efforts
were needed to make the ice wharf face acceptable.

Towle steamed to McMurdo directly from Rhode
Island via Panama, arriving on schedule on January
14. The wind refused to cooperate in clearing ice from
the ship channel; this created a 2-day delay while
Towle lay to at the channel entrance. On January 16
Staten Island escorted the cargo ship through 7 kilom-
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